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Abstract
Machine learning is branch of computer science engineering under 
artificial intelligence. Recognizing emotion from various domains 
has been a growing area of investigation. Recognition of emotion 
is background of machine learning. The performance of a machine 
is depending on its working efficiency. Machine can learn from 
knowledge, experiences and current given task. Machine need 
to have ability of evaluating job by itself. If a machine is able 
to learn from its previous task and experiences, it can handle a 
new job. Machine learning has wide scope in computer science 
engineering and significant applications in industrial world. It is 
a complex task for machine as compared to human. There are 
various hazards in machine learning. In the study of machine 
learning an interesting question comes up in mind; is it possible for 
machine, to think like human? Machine learning, is very attractive 
and creative field. Emotion detection of this nature is currently 
an active area for research. Really it will not be less then like a 
miracle, if machine is able to learn and do as a human brain. This 
paper presents an approach how a machine can learn emotional 
behaviour from nature in different environments and challenges 
to emotion prediction in machine learning.
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I. Introduction
The concept of Machine learning support to artificial intelligence. 
Emotion detection of this nature by a Machine is one of the active 
platforms for current research. Apart of the statistically derived 
attributes, the instance vectors are used in different machine-
learning frameworks to make classifiers for emotional content 
[3-4]. Machine has a database generally called Knowledge 
Database (KDB), which support machine in decision making. 
Machine has a systematic approach to take a decision. It has 
also some sensors and some moving parts. In sensors, it includes 
camera, infrared and Bluetooth devices. After sensing items as 
an input machine has to match this input into its Database. If the 
input has fully matched with existing Data items, the machine will 
take a correct decision; otherwise it will show some incorrect data 
or results. This decision making system has followed to decision 
Tree with searching techniques. There is difference in learning 
by a human and learning by a machine. Usually a human has his/
her brain to for learning purpose, but for a machine there is no 
natural brain. A machine has also brain but it is made up of some 
artificial composition. So, machine can compute fast (Time) as 
compared to human but it does not make guarantee for the accurate 
result. Let we take a general approach for human and machine 
learning system.

A. Why is it Important to Recognize Emotions?

Fig. 1: A Classification Approach to Emotion

Human has various ways to express emotions for communicating 
in daily life. A same phenomenon comes up for machine. Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI) support to machine in learning system. 
It provides an environment to the machine for interaction with 
human in logic based methodologies and related techniques.

B. Classification of Emotions
Classification of emotion can be done on the bases of emotional 
and non-emotional component. This classification can further 
be divided into two ways. The first is positive; this may again 
divide into two types, i.e., Delight and Flow [6]. Second type 
is negative; this can further be classified into Confusion and 
Frustration. On other hand the non-emotional (Neutral) consists 
those attributes of an emotion which does not have any strong 
similarities for positive or negative emotion. These emotions are 
intermediate state between positive and negative emotions. Human 
can represent there emotion in the form of Facial expression, Hand 
and body gestures, Text, Image, Voice etc.

C. General System Architecture of Machine Learning 
Recognize Emotion
Machine learning process has several sub intermediate steps. Each 
steps has some module with consistent of time and space. Every 
machine has different aspect for its working places. The Time and 
Space are two major parameters which help to judge the efficiency 
of a machine. In our process, it consists following sub-modules.

D. Raw Data
The very first step is to collect the raw data about particular item. 
This can be calculated by combining the input attributes and the 
properties of an item. 
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Fig. 2: System Architecture for Learning Concept

E. Feature Extraction
These modules consist a record of some properties. This collection 
is comprised of some common properties and some of them are 
time variant properties. The data based on raw data has now to 
match with stored data and then machine has to extract meaningful 
or required information. 

F. Feature Selection
It selection consist of a combination with matching rules, 
algorithms and searching techniques.

G. Machine Learning
It can be defined as a branch of artificial intelligence which has a 
scientific discipline concerned with the design and development 
of algorithms that allows computers to evolve behaviours based 
on empirical data such as, from sensor data or databases. Emotion 
can be defined as complex psycho physiological Knowledge of 
a person’s state of brain as interacting with biochemical (inner) 
and environmental (outer) influences.

II. Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial Intelligence is the major platform in computer industry. 
It can be defined differently. Several aspects are there for Artificial 
Intelligence [8]. One definition of Artificial Intelligence is 
“Machine with mind”.

A. Knowledge Representation
In Artificial Intelligence knowledge can be represent by using 
some formal and informal rules and logics. Formal rules consist 
the linkage between raw information and database. In case of 
formal rules it consists discrete functions. On the other hand 
Informal rules are applicable to predicate logic and propositional 
calculus. Some of the issues under knowledge representation are 
as follow.

B. Natural Language Processing
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the sub-active area of 
machine learning. NLP tells the learning process of a machine. 
This is very effective manner to learn the new experiences for 
a machine. To achieve this, machine should be configured with 
updated software. The quality of software should be like a newly 
born baby’s mind. We know that it is easy to teach and instruct to 
a baby as compared to matured person. If we instruct to machine 
like a child and machine is able to learn, then there is guarantee 
of accurate learning.

C. Text & Image Processing
The process of finding emotion of a linguistic unit can be spread as 
a multi-class Arrangement crisis. Let we take an example, for the 
horizontal case, let P denote the text, and v an embedded linguistic 

unit, such as a sentence, where v€P. Let k be the number of emotion 
classes E = {em1; em2…;emj}, where em1 denotes the particular 
case of a Neutral stance, or nonexistence of emotion. The purpose 
is to determine a mapping function f.v→emi, such that we obtain 
an ordered labeled pair (s,emi).The mapping is Based on F ={f1, 
f2… fn}, where F contains the features derived from the text .In 
Addition, if numerous sentiment classes can exemplify s, then 
given  The goal of the mapping function becomes the 
structured pair (s, E). Emotion categorization through Emoticons. 
This is typical for machine to predict same symbol for different 
meaning at a time.  Emotion classes E consists of EMOTIONAL 
versus non-emotional or NEUTRAL, i.e. E = {N, E}. This class 
E has been incremented with emotional distinctions according to 
the valence, i.e. E = {N, PE, NE}[1].For the simplicity to predict 
the symbols for machine there should be data set or training set for 
different emotions. This data set has the combinations of different 
size of shape, symbols for the emotions.

Fig. 3: Modified Table (Jonathon Read7) for some Emotion with 
their Symbols and Meaning

D. Recognition System
Recognition system provides the authentic matching for the 
objects. This depends on the properties of an object. Recognition 
principle for predicting the object is the remain constant but the 
way of recognition can be different for the various environments. 
Recognition system includes Speech recognition, Thumb 
recognition, Voice, Pattern, and Image.

E. Other Recognition System
Facial and body Recognition1. 
Gesture Recognition2. 

F. Reasoning
Reasoning is the concept of to think and illustrate the reason 
of an object or movement. Reasoning can be defined as the act 
of deriving a conclusion from certain premises using a given 
methodology. Another way to describe Reasoning is the process 
of thinking. Interpretation is the logically arguing, and Reasoning 
is drawing inferences. Reasoning can be classified into two main 
categories.

G. Reasoning Under Uncertainty
This reasoning has the decision in the form of True or False. There 
is no surety for the event happening still there is probability. There 
is probability of being events happened. This can be studied under 
following sub topics.

Non Monotonic Reasoning1. 
Augmenting Problem Solver2. 
Implementation Searching Techniques3. 
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H. Probabilistic Reasoning or Statistical Reasoning
This reasoning has the decision in the form of some Statistical 
(Numerical) data or some probabilistic data. There is dependence 
in between events for the event happening. This can be further 
studied under following sub topics.

Bayes Theory1. 
Bayesian Networks2. 
Hidden Markov Model3. 
Dempster Shafer Theory4. 
Fuzzy Logic and Neural Network5. 

I. Machine Learning
It will be discussing this section later on (see the section no. V.)

J. Planning
Planning is again the strong phenomena in learning process. In 
this phase, machine has to take an action after taking a decision. 
First machine takes the decision (including knowledge database, 
knowledge representation, reasoning, and learning) on input 
premises and then has to be takes an action. The action taken by 
the machine depends on the architectural of a machine. Machine 
architecture has again numerous kinds of components .Depend 
on situation, planning can be done into three types.

Linear Planning.1. 
Nonlinear Planning.2. 
Hierarchal Planning.3. 

Fig. 4: Decision Tree for Car Driving

III. Emotion
Emotion is the inner state of mind which expresses the information. 
Emotion is helpful in communication of human being. Emotion is 
also a quality of living being. This emotion comes up when some 
relevant situations or activity is created by environment or other 
factors. In general, Human brain releases emotion in the state of 
angry, laughing, crying, confusion, etc. The Emotion Machine. 
Commonsense thinking, Artificial intelligence, and the Future of 
the Human Mind. Minsky argues that emotions are different ways 
to think that our mind uses to increase our intelligence (Marvin 
Lee Minsky August 9, 1927) [2].

IV. Emotion Recognition
A pattern categorization task normally consists of three modules, 
i.e., data representation (Feature extraction) module, feature 
selection or reduction module, and classification module [5]. 
This is well-known that human verbal communication not 
only conveys linguistic information but also the paralinguistic 
information referring to the inherent messages, such as, emotional 
states of the spokesperson. Human emotions are the intellectual 
and physiological states allied with the feelings, thoughts, and 
behaviours of humans.

V. Machine Learning
On the above classification of machine learning the machine 
learning can be categorized into two major sub-areas Supervised 
and Unsupervised learning .Here we will discuss about the brief 
of learning process.

A. Supervised Learning
Supervised learning is a practice for creating a function for a 
training data. In supervised learning we take two parameters 
input and output. On the basis of these, we examine the new data 
item .Based on a training data where we have both the outcome 
and the input measurements; we try to build a prediction model 
(Known as learner) for new unseen objects. The training data 
consist of pairs of input objects (a vector of uniqueness) and 
preferred output. The job of the learner is to calculate the value 
the outcome for any having seen a number of training examples. 
In a global model, the goal is to estimate a function g, given a 
set of points (x; g(x)).Supervised learning has wide spread area 
on the following concepts. The following list of concept follows 
principles of supervised machine learning.

Decision trees • 
Learning set of rules• 
Statistical learning algorithms • 

In machine learning, the decision trees are logically based on the 
priority of coming symbols or phases of statement. The statement 
consists two main parts, i.e., noun phase and verb phase. Every 
sentence consists of two phases. Noun phase in sentence provides 
the subject and object of the statement. Second the verb phase 
that provides the Information about what is going to happen and 
by whom. The decision tree support to support vector machine. 
The decision tree can be based on logical equivalence and on 
their algorithms. The concept of decision tree was described by 
Murthy (1998), who provided an over view of work indecision 
trees and a sample of their helpfulness to newcomers as well as 
practitioners in the ground of machine learning.

B. Unsupervised Learning
This can be defined in one statement as, the data have no target 
attribute. Target attribute described for a particular aim and reason. 
So there is a confusion state which data or data set should be 
decided. To overcome this situation, there can be a one solution, 
i.e., Declaration for the object should be on at initial step of process. 
We want to explore the data to find some intrinsic structures in 
them. By this we can get some inherent feature or quality of data 
item. research on emotions and learning suggest a somewhat more 
complex relationship between confusion and learning outcomes 
[10]. This will be some complex structure for the machine. 
Moreover this can be studied as the following topics-

Naïve  Bayes models.• 
EM algorithm.• 
Reinforcement learning.• 

VI. Challenges in Emotion Prediction
There are several challenges in machine learning. According to 
Moises Goldszmidt, Ira Cohen and Armando Fox, Steve Zhang 
there are mainly three challenges in machine learning-Model 
validity, Human in the loop, and maintaining searchable history 
of models output. Challenges arises when a machine perform 
some task. Some kind of new evidence comes up when machine 
face any evidence first time. In this situation there should be some 
special type of database for saving and maintain these records. 
Some major challenges in machine learning are as follows.
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A. Absence of International Database
In machine learning, (till now) there is no any unique database for 
maintain the emotions. It is not quite to update and maintain this 
database at a time. For every machine, there are some database 
(KDB), worked for only that particular machine. The drawback 
for this kind database is that, there is no guarantee for accuracy 
for another machine.

B. Non- Parametric Attributes
In machine learning, attributes of an object can be classified into 
two categories, i.e., Parametric and Non-parametric attributes.  
The Non-parametric attributes are those attributes which does not 
provide any complete or in fixed value. Non-parametric attributes 
are complex in nature. The value can vary. Some of them are color, 
environment issues and density.

C. Inconsistency in Motional States
Usually it has been seen that some time machine provide a 
variety of output for the same input parameters. It happens due 
to the changes in emotional state. In this case machine releases 
unexpected results. This is very common behavior of a machine, 
because it is not necessary for machine in each time, all the input 
parameters will remain same or constant. They can be in varying 
state. By this machine may get confused. Sometimes machine 
hangs up or shows unexpected results.

D. Audio Variances
Machine can learn from two major resources, i.e., machine to 
machine and machine to living being. There is one more difficulty 
for machine, i.e., sound. This can be different for every living 
being and machine. Suppose there is a statement spoken by two 
different persons of different age group (baby and old man or man 
and machine).Indefinitely there will be some difference in their 
sound. So this is again confusion state for machine.

E. Attribute Variances for an Object
This has also been seen that attribute of any object some time 
varies. So that our KDB should be update.

F. Environmental Issues
Environment has a lead role in machine learning. Almost, all 
over chances of being events correct and accurate depends on 
environments and platform provided to machine. Environment 
includes air, humidity, moisture, dust, gas and other particles in 
air. These factors also lead variation in machine learning.

G. Other Facts
There are some other facts which provide significance role 
in machine learning. When a machine comes up under the 
electromagnetic area, some sensors get some disturbances. Apart 
of this, machine has some KDB build on different platform. In 
complex structure, continuously updating and maintenance of 
KDB is not an easy task. A quality of sensors, motion of machine 
parts, speed, and quality of camera are some of the other facts 
which influence the performance of machine learning approach.

VII. Proposed Approach 
“There is a scientific fact behind emotion. When a human 
moves into emotional state, brain releases some special kind of 
biochemical. These chemicals are only and only come up when 
a human is very serious about that situation. In that particular 
state it is possible. It is guarantee, No other chances are there 
for occurrence of these kinds of special biochemical/hormones”. 
Proposed approach is based on this phenomenon.
Machine can learn also from Emotional behaviour of nature. 
When we instruct the machine/robot to perform a task in open 
environment, there are various hitches in machine learning like 
sound, beat, dust, location etc. The major difficulty comes when 
machine is not able to predict the actual knowledge behind the 
emotional state. Till now only living has the capability of emotion. 
Sometimes we only use our emotions to share our thoughts and 
feeling for communications. According to the survey news of 
www.emotionresearch.net ,Emotions connect to and prioritize 
reasons directing behaviour (people feel emotions within 10-20 
milliseconds and think consciously about what they experience 
almost 500 milliseconds later)[9]. The result shows the speed of 
human brain. A human brain can think in micro, nanoseconds. 
It is counted in the fastest speed of thinking of living being. In 
thinking, emotions are also has their significance. Researching 
consumers through this “emotion first” methodology yields 
powerful information about how the mind makes decisions. Thus, 
shows how different types of methodologies has significant role 
under emotion prediction. In this section we will discuss about 
the machine learning from nature. For this we take some of the 
examples from daily life. Machine learning should be effective 
in our daily life jobs. In experimental work it shown that record 
data show the quality of work. In robotic, the knowledge database 
(KDB) should have strong configuration. The performance of 
machine directly depends on the KDB.

A. Example
Let we have a normal situation (atmospheric) for the machine. 
Suppose our aim for machine is to predict the emotion of laughing 
baby and a baby in crying emotion. Sensors of machine will sense 
the image of baby. Sensors sense by configuring the properties 
of their size, weight, area, shape, etc. Sensors will provide this 
Basic information to KDB.

 (a)   (b)         (c)
Fig. 6: Three Different Emotional States of a Human Baby

First machine will check the existence of these features of the 
objects, if yes; go for matching rules and principles. In other 
ways if the features of the objects are not exist in KDB then it 
will do two processes. First is, to save this new experience and 
second update the KDB. Then it will go for matching rules and 
principles. For that purpose there is some predefined structured 
and embedded programming is inbuilt in the machine. Only 
input parameters to the picture, images will change every time. 
Correspondence to these input parameters machine will analyze 
and predict the object.
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B. Implementation
In this approach we will show that on the bases of emotion how 
properties of image will change as its natural state. As earlier we 
have discussed about the hormones for human brain. We will 
compare to both properties of fig. 7(a) of emotion (Neutral) and 
emotion(Crying)in fig. 7(b). Then we will find the differences in 
between the properties of both the images. Our aim is to show 
that over all property of the fig. 7(b) (Properties in Crying 
emotion) is more dense, than the property of the fig. 7(a) 
(Properties in Neutral emotion).
Suppose machine is only considering two properties of the images 
i.e. size and colour parameters. In fig. 7(a) This is the image of 
a baby in neutral state. Suppose, machine will take and save to 
the input for this image. Let, the input parameters for the image 
size are W= {w1, w2…wk} and color C= {c1, c2…ck}. Let take 
the input parameters to the size of image as around the emotion 
classification. Let us assume that the Negative emotions have 
the larger size as compare to Neutral. In Negative emotion the 
central area of emotion will be dark and long in size (fig. 7(b) Area 
around the lips and mouth). The pixels of this image will be more 
densities to the other part of the image. Let take the summation 
of these individuals attributes.
Weight of located portion W= {w1, w2…wk}, 
Color of the particular portion C= {c1, c2…ck}

Fig. 7(a)

1. Case 1
In this example we are only interested to find out the properties of 
fig. (a) and fig. (b). in our example experimental portions is near 
about mouth and Eyes. The total property of the fig. (a), )  
will be combination of both properties AM(Attribute of mouth) 
and AE(Attribute of eyes).  The area of eyes is calculated by using 
sub individuals AE= {ae1, ae2… aek}, and the area of the mouth 
will be calculated as in to two parts. These are inner area under 
lips and outer area of lips i.e. AM= ALin + ALout, where ALin and ALout 
are inner and outer attributes of lips respectively. So the overall 
property of fig. (a) Will be calculated as-
PN =AE+AM
AE= {ae1, ae2, ……… ,aek}   
AM= { ALin + ALout}
AM= {( ALin1 , ALin2, ALin 3, …….. ALin k  )  +  ( ALout1, ALout2, ALout3, 
…….. ALout k) }
Hence summation of all over the image can be calculated by 
summarizing both of the properties.

Where, 
PN=the total properties of fig. (a) In emotion(Neutral)
A E =Properties of area around eyes.
A M =combined Properties of inner area under lips and of outer 
area of lips.
k=  k is set of natural numbers (1,2,3, 4………k)

Fig. 7(b)

2. Case 2
On other hand there is second case where we have to take three 
emotions two as same in case 1 and third is emotion is Tears 
(Hormones [Hm]). So the attribute equation for the second case 
emotion (crying) will be the combine form of above three.  It can 
be stated as following-
PC =A E+ AH+ AM
A E= { ae1, ae2,  ……… ,aek }
AH= { Ah1, Ah2, Ah3, …….. Ahk }
A M = { ALin + ALout }
A M = { ( ALin1, ALin 2, ALin 3, …….. ALin k  )  +  ( ALout1, ALout2, 
ALout3, …….. ALout k  ) }
Hence, the combine properties of fig. (b), can be illustrated as 
following-

Where, 
PC=the total properties of fig. (b) Inemotion(Crying)
A E=Properties of area around eyes.
AH=Properties of area around eyes in the form of Hormones 
(tears).
A M=combined Properties of inner area under lips and of outer 
area of lips.
k=  k is set of natural numbers (1,2,3, 4………k)

C. Results
The above analysis shows little much difference between these two 
observations. In case 2, there is an extra attribute, i.e., Hormones 
(Hm). No doubt at, all if there is any emotion there will be some 
value for emotion factor (Hm). This result analysis may have some 
tolerance factor; we are not focusing on them. This analysis is 
under the normal circumstances for both machine and human. As 
we stated earlier, only in specific kind of situation our emotions 
have released, so that, the changes in properties of any object at 
that time will be a unique for that object. Hence it full fills our 
aim of this approach. 

 >

                              >
Above result shows there is more dense area in between emotional 
state [(PC, Crying)] and neutral state [(PNS, Neutral)]. This result 
has a governing significant of emotion. Emotions are naturally. In 
our day to day life and in the daily routine there are many emotions. 
To capture the emotion there are different types of procedures. It is 
also depend at which time and space emotions are occurring. Let 
suppose in our example we can trace the position of Retina and 
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can get the changes between the various positions. The concept 
of computer vision support to the machine learning, the value 
of PC and PN can vary. The range validator in the form of there 
sequence, may affect the learning process.

VIII. Conclusion 
In this paper, we discussed about machine learning from natural 
emotion. We discussed a classification of machine learning as 
supervise and unsupervised. We also discussed about the proposed 
approach based on a scientific fact about natural emotions. An 
emotional state of three different kinds of emotions is given and 
discussed. The result is analyzed by a special emotion (Hm) for 
case II. Apart of this we have also give and discussed about some 
major challenges in machine learning.

IX. Future Direction 
The overall machine learning is based on the quality of parts of 
machine and surrounding environments. Hence, in our approach 
it is decided by the emotional recognition system. How much 
a machine has a quality of sensing and capturing the ability of 
emotion, increases machine learning concept. It is not easy for 
machine to predict a same emotion in different kind of situations. 
The machine learning can be improved as much we want. We can 
take the help from our nature how living being learn from nature. 
In next approach we will also try to draw some graph and save 
the changes in both states i.e. emotional and non-emotional. We 
can further work on emotional learning with medical approaches 
and challenges. Furthermore, further tests will be conducted to 
determine and explore the brain reading in emotional state.
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